Tension Knob Adjustment

1. Push roll onto tape wheel on flat surface. Make sure tape unwind orientation has sticky side down (see Diagram A).

2. Pull 5-6 in. of tape off with tape sticky side down between the tape roller and metal loading gate.

3. Pull tape under the tape roller. If tape does not unwind properly (see Diagram B) increase or decrease tension.

How To Load Your Packing Tape Gun

How To Operate Your Packing Tape Gun

BOX

1. Place tape gun 4-5 in. from top of box. Apply tape end firmly to the box.

2. Glide the roller and tape across the surface at the carton seam. Make sure to keep constant contact with roller and box.

3. Continue down the opposite side of the box about 4-5 in. from the top. Tilt dispenser forward, pull down and twist to cut tape.

For full video and product information, visit Duckbrand.com